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Since its inception, the Infrastructure Health and Safety 
Association’s (IHSA) National Construction Safety Officer 
(NCSOTM) certificate has been a popular choice for 
construction health and safety professionals in Ontario. 
This IHSA program has seen hundreds of people across 
the industry aim to raise their game when it comes to 
construction health and safety.

In 2016, IHSA began the transition from its Construction 
Health and Safety Officer (CHSO) program to an 
improved and more accountable National Construction 
Safety Officer (NCSOTM) program. Between November of 
2016 and December of 2021, more than 830 participants 
have successfully received the NCSOTM certification.

With this certification, NCSOs can be identified as 
having met a specific set of criteria on a national level 
with regard to health and safety in construction. This 
makes them stand out as a valuable health and safety 
resource in today’s busy construction marketplace. 
NCSOTM certification demonstrates that a person’s skills, 
education, and work experience have met a national 
standard. 

NCSO™ means better things for your future
Mike Asselin completed the NCSOTM process in the 
middle of 2021. As EHS Advisor on major projects for 
NPL Canada based in North Bay, he says many of the 
clients the company does work for require a safety 
officer to have their NCSOTM certificate.

“I wanted to get it for a while. When I started here my 
number one goal was to complete my NCSOTM,” he says. 

After an extensive career in transportation and mining, 
Asselin moved to the pipeline contractor about three 
years ago. He has been involved with IHSA for many 
years and was pleased to complete the NCSO process, 
including the exam, in Sudbury.

Asselin says that while the required training and 
subsequent proof required for the application took 

some time, the process provided an opportunity to learn 
valuable skills that can immediately be applied to the job.

“You learn a lot along the way. I find the rules, regulations, 
policies, and procedures constantly change in 
construction. Going through the NCSOTM process helps you 
learn how to keep on top of it all,” he says. 

He also liked the fact that NCSOsTM are required to have 
field experience in construction. 

“I’ve been in safety for the last 17 years. It’s nice to have 
both worlds. You want as much information as you can 
get. Having this [NCSOTM] means better things for your 
future.”
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An opportunity to build sector-specific 
knowledge
Ian Jamieson has been an NCSOTM for the past four 
years. He is the Director of Health and Safety at Bellai 
Alliance and is currently assisting several other company 
employees through the process in the organization. His 
reasons for taking part are numerous. 

“I am currently promoting the program with five 
employees: two Health and Safety Coordinators and 
three Health and Safety Representatives within Bellai 
Alliance. I believe that the training provides value to 
their overall performance and gives the company some 
credibility in the field and with the general contractor, 
other trades, third party consultants, government 
agencies, etc. A company of this magnitude depends 
on the people to succeed, and to get there, we need 
successful people.”

Jamieson says the process itself is a benefit. Just as 
Asselin found that completing the required courses 
provided an extensive education, Jamieson believes 

it provides an opportunity to build sector-specific 
knowledge that can be applied to industry work to 
improve health and safety. 

“I think the benefit of being able to develop solutions in 
the field to prevent injuries and help create a culture that 
believes in putting the health and safety of employees 
first is paramount. It is hard to do this without the training 
required to make educated recommendations that have 
validity. The added training from the IHSA, which is the 
highest standard in the province, possibly the country, 
helped me not only provide the proper solutions but the 
confidence to speak up,” he says.

An important part of career growth
In late 2021, IHSA surveyed NCSOsTM in good standing with 
a generally large response rate. On a satisfaction scale 
from 1-5, those surveyed indicated a 4.2 average level of 
satisfaction. 

IHSA will be using this and other information gathered 
from the survey to provide new opportunities and make 
improvements to the program. 

IHSA believes the NCSOTM process is an important 
part of career growth for construction health and 
safety professionals. Those who complete the NCSOTM 

certification process will be qualified to become Certificate 
of Recognition (CORTM) Internal Auditors and Construction 
Health and Safety Representatives, thus extending 
knowledge and opportunity for career development. These 
dual qualifications will make them more marketable to 
potential employers.

Ian Jamieson, Director of Health and Safety, Bellai Alliance

To learn more about the 
NCSOTM program, visit the 
IHSA website at ihsa.ca/NCSO

https://www.ihsa.ca/NCSO

